
The top part of your invoice shows your Show and Deliver popcorn. This includes all popcorn 

your unit has checked out from the council from the beginning of the sale up until you place 

your Take Order at the end of the sale. This does NOT include Online Direct sales that are sent 

directly to the customer. 

Making Sense of Your Popcorn Invoice 

Inventory at the 

end of the sale 

Amount of money 

to collect for Show 

& Deliver popcorn 

Amount of money 

your unit earned 

selling Show & 

Deliver popcorn 

Retail - Commission = $ Due 

This is the amount you owe for Show & Deliver popcorn 

only, after keeping your commission amount. Do not pay 

this amount! Scroll down... 

Your initial Show 

and Deliver order 

Product adjustments 

made during the sale 



The next section is basically the same as the first, but it shows your sales for your Fall Take Order. This is 

the order you placed at the end of the sale. It should include your Hometown Heroes donation money. 

Final numbers after 

the adjustments 

Amount of money 

to collect for Take 

Order popcorn 

Amount of money 

your unit earned 

from Fall Take 

Order popcorn 

Retail - Commission = $ Due 

This is the amount you owe for Fall Take Order popcorn 

only, after keeping your commission amount. Do not pay 

this amount either! Just keep scrolling...  

Your Fall Take Order 

Any adjustments made 

after the order 



Next we have the Grand Totals. This shows your final retail and commission amounts from 

Show and Deliver + Fall Take Order, showing the total amounts you sold and earned through 

the sale. This still does not include Online Direct sales.  

This is the total amount you owe for popcorn you physically took 

from the council during the sale, after keeping your commission 

amount. This is still not the amount you should pay!  

In the final section, system credits are applied to the total amount you owe. This is where your 

credit card payments show up. For Wagon and Storefront credit card sales you receive 100% of the 

sales amount. Your commission from these sales has already been factored in above. For Online 

Direct sales (website) you receive your 35% commission percentage amount.  

You can see a detailed breakdown of these transactions in the Acct. Summary section of your  

Leader Portal by clicking on Unit Payout Available (see the next page for details). 

This is (finally!) the total amount that your unit owes the council. 

If your number is in parenthesis then Trail’s End owes you. 



At the bottom of your invoice there’s a paragraph that you’ve probably never bothered to read that tells you where to 

find a breakdown of your credits: 

System Credits 

In your Leader Portal, click on Acct Summary on the left side 

Unit Payout Available: If the amount you take in via credit cards in more than the amount you owe the 

council, your payout is listed here. Clicking on “Unit Payout Available” will give you a breakdown of the 

transactions included in this amount. Click the red “Request Payout” button to request that payout. 

Unit Credit Pending: Credit cards will take two business days to process. They will show up here while 

they’re still pending, and then move to reduce the amount you owe. Clicking “Unit Credit Pending” will 

show a breakdown of these transactions.  

Make sure there are no pending payments before paying your invoice! 



Click on the blue “Invoice Statement” button to download your invoice. This is what you’ll want to 

send to your treasurer, once everything is finalized. You might also want to share this guide. 

Please make sure there are no payments pending before paying your bill.  

Clicking on “how are these calculated?” gives you 

a breakdown of everything used to calculate your 

payments.  

Clicking the blue arrow at the 

end of lines will give you a list 

of that type of payment. The 

most useful is probably the 

Parent Pay Now Payments 

line, which will show you 

which parents have turned in 

money using their credit card. 


